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EVALUATING THE WEB SERVERS CAPABILITIES FOR 
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Abstract: The Web has known these last few ycurs an cxponential development
This is due, among other causes, to the inmprovement of the performance of wcb 

servers. 1hese pertomances are tested using benchmarking tools that evaluate 
several factors. The most studied performance factors for Web servers are: the 
maximum number of requests per second delivered by a server, and the quantity of 

data per second (throughput). In this paper we study the distribution in time of the 
data amival. We also define two unavailability factors, that can be used for 
benchmarking purposes, and that gives a better measurement of the quality of a scrver 
response, in the case of multimedia requests. We present the unavailability factors 
obtained as results in a series of cxperiments with large MPEG files delivered by an 

Apache server on the Windows NT platform. 

1. Introduction 

The Web has known these last few years an exponential development resulting in 
an ever increasing solicitation of Web servers. These servers have to be highly efficient 
to be able to answer quickly to thousands of requests and to deliver megabytes of data a 

every second. 
performance of Web servers that are tested using benchmarking tools that evaluate 
several factors. The most studied performance factors for Web servers are: the 
maximum number of requests per second delivered by a server and the quantity of data 

In this framework is essential to be able to measure the absolute 

per second (throughput). 
Also, the information found on the web is of very different natures: from the smal 

gif images or HTML pages to large multimedia files. If the distribution in time of data 
arriving to the client is not so important for the small files, for the multimedia files this 
may be important, especially if the client wants to process the data as long as it armves 

to its level. 

In this paper we study the distribution in time of the data arrival and we define tw 
unavailability factors, that can be used for benchmarking purposes, and that gives 
better measurement of the quality of a server response, in the case of multimeala 
requests. We will consider the data that arrive as an answer to a multimedia file requcs 
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EVALUATING THE WEB SERVERS CAPABILITIES FOR MULTIMEDIA REQUESTS 
Deoinning on the defintion of the unavailability factors, we will study the performances of some Web servers for large multimedia files requests. 

Web Servers Testing Methodology 2. 
The evaluation of Web server's performances may use operational data or 

1ahoratory testing (benchmarking) Analysis of operational data include analysis of 
active servers logs(e. 8Arlitt97) and network monitoring, server operating system 
and server software (e.g. [McGrath-96a], [AImeida-96], [Mogul-95a]). The operational 
data analysis results are dependent upon too many variables to make comparisons 

between different configurations reliable. 
Benchmarking is a laboratory testing procedure. It uses a predefined data set and 

measures the results returned by the system under examination. 

tools study the servers capacity in almost real conditions. There are four metrics most 
often used to measure the capacity of Web servers. These are (after [McGrath-96a], 

[Rubarth-96]): 
1. The connections served or requests made per second is a measure of how many 

HTTP requests a server can manage within a given length of time; 

2. The throughput in bytes per second is the measure of the maximum amount of 

data the server can send through all open connections during a given amount of 

time, the total number of bytes transferred per time unit; 

3. The response time is a measure of how long it takes the server to serve a client 

request.; 
4. The number of errors per second is the measure of how many HTTP requests 

were lost or not handled by a server. 

Actual benchmarking 

Clients running 
processes which 

simulate Web 

browseis 

r a 

Web server which 

A benchmarking instrume assumes, 
in general, that the Web server is installed 

serve a 
workload to 

processes part of the benchm tool. These clients 
simulate Web browsers. The HTTP 

clients 

Figure 1 A simple 
benchmark 

configuration 

on a computer 
to which one or more clients are 

connected. On the clients coputers 
run 

predefined data set (named 
workload) ready to be served to the clients. 
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This data set is installed by the benchmarking tool using a statistically calculated fi. 
size distribution having as goal the correct representation of data found on the Wch 

Client processes send requests to the server. The requests are cither for static files foun 
in the workload or a combination of static and dynamically created files (the latter are produced by CGl applications that run to produce the data that the server supplies to th 
client). When the server replies toa client request, the clicnt records inforrmation such 
how long it took for the server to respond and how much data it has returned and th 

sends a new request. 
Client processes try to reach the maximal solicitation of the scrver. When the test ende 
the benchmark tool calculates the overall server scores on the uscd hardware. The t 
used benchmarking tools are SPECWeb96, WebBench and WebStone. 
measure the maximum number of requests per second, but the last two additionall 
evaluate the maximum throughput in bytes per 
[WebBench]. [WebStone]). 

file 

then 

nost 
These toois ail 

second (see [SPECWeb961, 

3. The classical factors in the case of multimedia requests 
When a client requests a large file (e.g. a MPEG file) it might process the data 

during its reception. If the file has to be viewed at a certain theoretical throughput, we 

may expect that the throughput of the flow sent by the server to be the same or greater 
than the desired throughput (if the network allows it), to provide a good quality of 
visualization. 

HTTP Server Client 

Connect to the server 

GET /tilc. mpg 

HTTP/1.0 200 

buftenng 

visualizing 

Figure 2 
Assuming that the client wants to view the file "on the fly", this process will be 

ike in Figure 2. For the best viewing quality (without interruptions or missing frames) 
the client must always have all the data necessary for the display process. Practically. 
the received data has to be available when it is needed to be displayed. 
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EVALUATING THE WEB SERVERS CAPABILITIES FOR MULTIMEDIA REQUESTS 
Tn the Figure 3 we have the representation of such a request. The continuous line resents the desired throughput expected by the client, and the dashed line represents the real throughput, obtained as a test result. 

data(bytes) 

500000 

DesircdThroughput 400000 

RealThroughput 300000 

200000 
100000 

time(sec) 

Figure 3 A multimedia file transfer example 

In this example, assuming that the buffering time is smaller than the total transfer 
time, the data arrives at due time, globally, but, it is practically impossible to view in 
time the first part of the file, because the first approximately 50% of data arrives too late 
to be used on the fly. 

With the presented metrics used in the benchmarking technology, we can not 
detect this problem. In the following section, we present two factors that measure the 
data availability quality for a multimedia request for a HTTP server. 

4. Factors for measuring the data unavailability 
We raise the problem of building a function that will approximate the throughput 

quality of a file sent by a server with respect to a constant throughput. 
Will normally depend on a reference throughput and on the data that arrives late, as 

compared to the moment when it is needed (it will be called an unavailable data). 
We will present two factors that give supplementary information about the file transfer 

This function 

process: 
the average quantitative unavailability factor (quf): for a file, this is the 
percentage of bytes that arrive late (wrt the moment when they are needed) 

ihe average temporal unavailability factor (uf): for a file, this is a measure for 

average delay of the bytes that arrive late (wrt the moment when they are 

needed) 
A le Fis a byte stream that has to be sent from the server to a client. Every byte 

the b dt the client at a moment te but it should be used at moment ?'2 If to St's then 

1ot late and it has a null unavailability contribution. If t'6> o, then the byte 
is late and we say that it has an unavailability contribution g - t'o (in seconds). 

can consider the D (the desired throughput) and R (the real throughput) as 

continue functions, R,D:[0, size(F)]>[0, +oo). 

We 

rting from this, we quf) as: may define the average quantitative unavailability factor 
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size(F) quf(F, R, D) =card(9 EF, byte 0 arrived in time (R(0) s D(O)))/size(F 
(Definition 1) 

time (scc) 

desired throughput D 
real throughput R 

initial bufferizing 

size(F) byte ID 

Figure 4 A multimedia file transfer example 

and the average temporal unavailability factor(uf): 
size(F) 

nf(F, R, D) = (R(0)- D(O)) * sign(R(6) - D(0))d6 /(size(F)) 

(Definition 2) 
where 

0,if x s0 
sign(x) = 

|1,if x >0 

Properties: If Fl and F2 are two files to be transferred with the throughputs DI and D2 

respectively, then uf(FR. D) < tuf F2.R2.D2) doesn't imply 

quf (F. R,D) < quf(F2, R2, D2). In other words, there are situations where 

tuf F. R, D,) < uf(F2, R2,D,) and quf(Fj. R1. D,)> quf(F2. R2.D2) o 

1uf (F. R, LD) > tuf(F2, R2, D2) and quf(F, R, D) < quf(F2.R2, D2 
(see figure 8 and figure 9). 

quf may be calculated at the moment when, theoretically, the file transfer has to 

finish. tuf will be exactly calculated only at the moment when the file transfer reay 

ends. (Figure 5). 

2. 

3. quf(F, R, D) e lo.1, uf(F, R, D) e [0,o) 3. 

4 quf(F, R, D) = 0 tuf(F, R, D) = 0 
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data 
-DesiredThroughput 
RealThroughput 

time 
quf tuf 

Figure 5 The moments when we know the qyf and tuf values 

Normally, the closer to zero these factors are, the better data availability will be. If 
quf 0 ( tuf = 0, see obs.), there were no bytes that arrived late, so the data is 

received in time, when it is needed or faster. The bigger these factors are, the more bytes 
are late and the smaller the data availability will be. 

Considering the results obtained for different files (see the next section), we will 
assert thata response to a multimedia request has an acceptable quality if tuf e [0, 0.1 
and quf e [0, 0.1). 

5. Experimental results 5. 

We present the availability factors obtained as results in a series of experiments 
with large mpeg files delivered by an Apache server on the Windows NT platform.

DesiredThroughput 
- - RealThroughput 

data(bytes) data(bytes 
1000000- DesiredThroughput| 100000 

RealThroughput 800000 80000 
tuf 2.25 tuf 10.98 600000 60000 quf =0.27 quf= 0.96 

400000 40000 

200000 20000 

0 time(seconds| time(se 

Figure 7 Figure 6 
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data(bytes) - DesiredThroughput 
data(bytes) DesiredThroughput 

100000 RealThroughput 200000 RcalThroughput 
80000 

150000 tuf 10.98 60000 
tuf 6.95 quf - 0.96 

100000 40000 quf 0.99 

50000 20000 

time(scc) time(sec) 0 

Figure 8B 
Figure 9 

data(bytes) 
1000000 T 

DesiredThroughput 
RealThroughput 

-DesiredThroughput data(bytcs 
100000 T RcalThroughput 

80000 800000 
tuf 0.0 

tuf 10.98 60000 600000 quf 0.00 
quf=0.96 

4000 400000 

20000 200000 

0 time(sec) time(sec) 

Figure 10 Figure 11 

data(bytes data(bytes 
200000 

DesiredThroughput DesiredThroughput 
120000 

RealThroughput RealThroughput 100000 
150000 tuf= 0.005 80000 i 

tuf= 1.80 

quf=0.75 
quf 0.002 60000 100000 

40000 t 50000 
20000 

time(sec) 0 time(sec) 

Figure 12 Figure 13 

data(bytes) DesiredTroughput DesiredThroughput 
RealThrougbput 

data(ytes 
120000 400000 T RealThroughput 
100000 

300000 
80000 tuf 8.87 

w a v tuf: 0.06 
60000 

quf= 0.97 
200000 qu: 0.04 

40000 
100000 

20000 

time(sec) time(sec) 

Figure 14 Figure 15 
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data(bytes -DesiredTroughput data(bytes) -DesiredTroughput 
RealThroughput 500000- 2500000 RealThroughput 

2000000 400000- 
tuf: 0.00

1500000 300000 tuf: 9.94 quf: 0.00 
1000000- 200000- quf: 0.81 

S00000- time(sec) 100000 

time(sec) 

Figurc 16 
Figure 17 

databytes 
400000 

DesiredTroughput 
RealThroughput 

data(tytes -DesiredTroughput 
2000000- - -RealThroughput 

300000uhAKAne 1500000t 
tuf: 9.09 

200000 1000000 quf: 0.79 tuf: 0.50 

100000 quf: 0.40 500000 

time(sec) time(sec) 

Figure 18 Figure 19 

data(ytes 
10000000 data(bytpsE 

5000000T 
DesiredTroughput -DesiredTroughput 

RealThroughput - -Rea/Throughput 8000000 4000000 
tuf: 0.00 

6000000 3000000 quf: 0.00 tuf: 7.30 
4000000 2000000 quf: 0.46 

2000000 1000000:: 
0 time(sec) time(sec) 

Figure 20 Figure 211 

data(bytes) 3000000T 
DesiredTroughput data(ytes - DesiredThroughput 

2500000- RealThroughput 200000 
RealThroughput 

2000000 150000 
tuf 0.27 

quf 0.08 1500000- 
tuf: 7.89 

quf: 0.61 100000 

1000000- 
500000 :ilil 50000 

0 time(sec) time(sec) 

Figure 22 
Figure 23 
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requests: From the client's point of vicw, we consider as acceptable the following reu 

Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 20. 

3, The other requests (Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 

not 
last 

Figure 14, Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19, Figurc 21, Figure 22, Figure 23) are 

acceptable because many more data are not received in time (verified by quf) or the 

part was transferred with problems (verified by fuf: see Figure 23). 

6. Conclusion 

Having this data availability quality defined before, the Web server testing mavi 
extended taking in account the increasing requirements concerning them. So, a measure 

of the quality of these servers may be: 

be 

maximum number of connections of a certain quality, served over the time 

unit; 
maximum quantity of data served over the time unit, to achieve a certain 

quality for the connections.

We presented the problems that a client may have when he wants to receive and 

process at the same time a multimedia file sent by a HTTP server. The fluctuations in 

throughput, as received by the client, are due to many factors: network, the concurrency 

management mechanism of the HTTP server, the performances of the server (hardware, 

SO, ..). 
As a conclusion, we consider as useful the possibility of specifying at the server 

level a special category of requests (e. g. those that require a certain throughput). Such 

requests are the multimedia files requests for the HTTP servers on Internet or Intranet. 
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